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ABSTRACT

It is shown that the inclusive cross section for pro-

duction of a single soft, neutral vector meson in pp scatter-

ing.vanishes like 1/s at p„/p„ = 0 in the center of massmax

for mesons radiated from the external nucleon legs.  Compari-
d:

son of the resulting single pion distribution with the ISRfil'F
b         data make it unlikbly that the data in the pionization region

can be understood in a conventional bremsstrahlung pirture.
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I.  Introduction
i

Feynman has pointed outl  that scaling of inclus-
ive cross sections is suggested by the analogy to brems-

1- strahlung in Q.E.D. In the present paper we verify this
*:

i idea in a particular hadronic bremsstrahlung model of pp

1 scattering in which the radiated vector mesons.are pic-.--

--t-ured ·-as -neutral  p or w particles  that subsequently decay

into pions. We find, however, that the scaling function

vanishes like X4 as the center of mass ratio p„/k„ E X

 

goes to zero; that is, there is no pionization in a pure

max

bremsstrahlung picture. We believe this vanishing of the

bremsstrahlung single particle distribution to be independ-

ent of any detailed feature of the model, although the way

in which it approaches zero as X+0 may depend on specific

model aAproximations. Comparison of the model distributions
2)with the ISR data suggests that conventional bremsstrah-

lung from external proton legs is not the dominant produc-

tion mechanism near X=0.

This aspect of ihelastic production is the first we
D-...

have treated in which a prediction of the elementary brems-
.P/

u        strahlung model is qualitatively at variance with the experi-          '

mental data, and clearly signals the need for inclusion of

graphs of the multiperipheral type.  The latter are contained
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within the framework of an N-p  plus pQ- - interaction, but

are not studied in this paper. In Section II we review the

approximations necessary to obtain the soft vector meson (SVM)

model expression for the production amplitudes in pp scatter-

*- ing.  We then write down the resulting expressions for the

total cross section and the proton and SVM inclusive cross
C.                 1.

sections and show that the single SVM distribution vanishes

---1-i-ke 1/s at X=O, given certain reasonable (and experimentally

verified)assumptions.  We next estimate, in Section III, how

fast the SVM distribution vanishes at X=0. In Section IV we

take into account the decay of the p' into two pions in the

3)manner suggested by Brink, Cottingham and Nussinov and com-

pare the resulting single pion distribution with the ISR data2).
We discuss the modifications to the BCN results due to a fi-

nite width for the p transverse momentum distribution, and

in the,Conclusion briefly discuss po emission in the multi-

peripheral manner, to produce proper pionization. An Appendix

is included to derive the general (and vastly more complicated)

forms which appear when the narrow width approximation is not

made.
.-    -\

II.  The Single Vector Meson Distribution at X=O
9.

The amplitude for the emissionof n soft vector mesons

(SVM) each with polarization vector £ i)(Xi) is

n     '

Mn = gn Mo(pl'P2'P3'P4) .H  Vii) E(i)(xi)           (1)
1=1  V
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where M, is the full amplitude for Plp2 + P3P4 without emis-

sion of SVM's (but including all hard and soft exchanges) and

v(i) = f  Pl  +   P2  -   P3  -   P41P     -  lpl. ki P2'ki P3'ki P4'kijp'                     ,
.

.
g is a pNN coupling constant.

The assumptions that go into the derivatjon of the fac-

torized form (1) for Mn are identical with those made in the
4)soft photon emission problem for fermion-fermion scattering

-Their-validity must, however, be re-examined in the present

case in which the neutral vector meson has. mass, so that the

statement of 'toftness".is no longer frame independent.  In

the numerator of any Feynman graph one neglects terms linear

in ki relative to 6·p where p is any one of the incoming or

outgoing proton momenta. In the denominator it is necessary

to neglect all k.·k. terms relative to k·p for all of the k's
1      J

and p's. These conditions are satisfied to an accuracy #m//1
5) ,when ki is nearly at rest in the center·of mass ("wee" X)

provided the outgoing protons retain a finite fraction of the

incident proton energy.  For small X(X << 1 but SVM energy              

4
w >> U) terms of or4er X2 are neglected relative to terms of

order X.  We therefore expect the results based on Eq.(1)

to be a good approximation to SVM.emission from external proton

legs for the small X and wee X regions.
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-                 The cross section for the emission of n SVM's (aver-

aged over initial and summed over final polarizations) is

n

1      2     m4    f  92 1   4

'         d'n = -7 'Mol  ElE2'V121 l(2'Ir)3)  6 (Pl+P2-Eki-P3-P4)      (2)47r·
-

*P

n
-

d3ki -: d3P3 d3P4x H 'V(i).V(i)
i=l l 2w.   E    E1- 3  4

where the bar over IM 12 denotes the appropriate spin aver-

aging.

In order to construct the total cross sections and the

various inclusive distributions one would like to sum dan

over an infinite number of emitted SVM's. In the soft photon

case this is trivial since the soft photon emission factors

decouple from I.M 12 in momentum space in the limit (photon

4-momentum) + 0.  We cannot here neglect the Ski in the delta

function because at any finite energy only a finite number of

massive mesons, however soft, can be emitted. We therefore

write ah exponential representation for the delta function

and find
f.        ..\

*'             1   d3P3   d.3 P4    m4   'Mol2    d4x -eix·(pl+P2-P3-P4)
an = 2    E3     E4  El E2'V 12| 4 2 J (27r )4

(3)

„L I.  92 'd ke -ik·x -     ln

n! [(2A)3 j  Lu vz(k): .
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The factor  :  -r comes from the identical particles in the

final state. Thus

-           d3P3 f.d3P4     m4       d4x  eix·(pl+P2-P3-P4)
a t o t    =    n  0     an     =     .    j    - Es--    j         E 4        E 1  E 2 1  V 12  |              (2'r r) 4

(4)

v             IM  12
6)x   w2  exp {K(x)}

4 7T

2

where K(x) E 9

d k e-ik'x V2(k,P3'P4's).            (5)
(21T )3

Similarly we find for the single SVM distribution

dc
co            da

2 p(k 4,k„,s) E 2w -3-- =  I  20) -3.8
d k n=1 d k

1     m4      d3 3   d3P4

IM012 d4x  ei.x·(pl+P2-P3-P4-k)
= ,    I     .E  l   E,2   1   V  1   2   1                            E                                      E  4                   41

2
(27T )4

(6)

2      1x  g., v2(k) exp {K(x)}.
(2·Tr)-'

The single proton distribution is»

dc        m               d x. ei(pl+P2-p4-P')'x   W2  exp {K(x)}.E,     .     4   P3 f
4 |M- 2

d p' E l E 2 ' V 1 2 | (29)4
3                  E                              4rr

(7)
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T O     e i t i m a t e     p  (ki,k„=0, s)     w e     n o t e      t h a t     f o r     P 3 6  '      P 4 4  ,

k# # m and E3'E4 >> m

4k2    P3, P 4A,

'2(,)1, ,0
,

(m2+k 2)2  E3 E 4   '                  
       (8).

P

e
           Thus if the dominant contributions to the integral (6) come

from regions where the transverse momenta are small and the

proton elasticities large (as is experimentally the case)

one can replace ki, P3A, P46' E3 and E4 by their average

values and bring the factor V2(k)  outside the integral
k„=0

in Eq.(6).  The factor IMo12   d4xeix•(Pi+P2-P3-P4-k) exp {K(x)}

 

is assumed to provide the strong damping of transverse momenta

7)
I and of small E3 and E*   .  Then, since on the average in the

center of mass E3E4 < s, we find

P(kA,k„=0,5) = 1-  92       m4      d3P3 .. 
d3P4 d4x aix·(pl+P2-P3-&Fk)

s (2 )3 El E2'V 12|
EE

3              4          (270 4   -

(9)

IM0 22   exp {K(x)} 
41                                                1  K„ =O

.
.

At k„=0, eix•(Pl+Pl-P3-P4-k) 'ueix·(Pl+P2-P3-P4), so that
t

the remaining integral in Eq.(9) is seen to be proportional

to tbe total cross section.  Equation (9) can thus be stated as
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ki               2 Ctot P  
p(k„=0, kA,s) = const (m2+k2 2 <P34 P46, 9     s     .        (10)

III.  Approximate Evaluation of p(X,kA)

To ixhibit scaling in the model and to learn how fast

          the single particle distribution vanishes as X goes to zero

we must approximate the coordinate integral in,Eq.(6) while

retaining energy conservation. To accomplish this in a

simple way we make the replacement

d4x  eix·(pl+P2-P)-P4-k) exp {K(x)}

(27T) 4

(11)

+ I 63( 3+ 4+t) 6(2E-E3-E4-wk-E) exp {K(0)}
E

in the center of mass where  1+ 2=0 and El=E2=E.  E is an

average total center of mass energy carried off by the un-

observed SVM's - their total 3-momentum is, for simplicity,
assumed to be zero in the C.M. - and I denotes a weighted

E

sum over  .  For definiteness we assume P3„ and k„ are in

the same direction (X 2- 0); then.for small, bounded trans-

verse momenta and for k„ >> m  the 6-functions on the rightB

side of (11) become

  6(1-X-n) 62( 34+ 44+£4) 6(IP#„|-|P3„|-Xp) 6 ( E 3-n E )
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where n is the leading nucleon elasticity.  The weighted sum

over unobserved SVM energy then becomes an integral over n

with weight P(n), the probability that the leading nucleon

center of mass energy is a fraction n of E. With the nota-

tion KEK(o) we then have
*

k.,

3                  IM-12m4 r d P3 f d3P4 fl-X
.P-(k-6 -9.k,i .S )   4    -          E 3      J       E 4      J o                            2

dn   W .

920 V2(k)
32 T (27T ) 2

(12)

x exp{K} 63( 3+1 4+1 ) 6(E3-riE) P(n)·

If we use the three momentum 6-function in Eq.(12) to do

the d3P4 integration we can regroup the factors to get

,1-X foo ...4 r       2p(k.L  'k„ ,s)   .4.    .
1 2 dn p(n ) n X- 1 6(E3-nE) dE3   Z   dn3'Mo|  exp{K}32 r J o 10

(13)
2

X      g  v  V2(k)
(21T ) 4

7)provided we assume that large transverse momenta and small
.

E3 are strongly damped by the factor IM 12 exp {K} in the

-         integrand.
|M 0I2Since

f d,3 '2
has the form of an elastic total

cross section, which has little or no s-dependence, we approx-

imate the dn3 integral in (13) by neglecting the transverse
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momentum dependence in V2(k) (it is a weak, 1/P42 dependence)

and writing

m4   1  f-7   2 j dn3 'Mol2 exp{K} + f(k2).
E  32,T

.

2        rl-X
Then   p(k#,k„,s) #   9 1 f(k2)

| -0- P(n) V2(k) (1.4)    '
(27r )

* Jo   n+x

where V2(k) is to be evaluated with

(0,0,p;i E)plu

P 2#   ( 0,0,- p ; i E )

P3U   (0,0,P3;inE)

P4w   (0,0'P4;i(n+X)E)  and  P4 = -P3-k„.

With these assumptions one finds that V2(k) = h(X,n), which
2 k„

depends'on k„ and s only through the ratio X = -.  Ex-
qs

plicitly,
1

4m4(1.92)2m 2
h(X,n)"= X4                            1                      (15)

r14   P  [m 2+X 2m212[m 2+ X  m212
PA Pi  no

where m ' m2+ k
2

is the transverse rho mass. InsertionPA
-

P- .
of the expression (15) into Eq.(14) provides an explicit

form for the scaling function p(X,k,) within the model 8)

The function P(n) in Eq.(14) can be determined ex-

2)perimentally from the ISR pp+p+ anything data by starting

.
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with Eq.(7) for the single proton distribution dnd making

the same sequence of approximations that led from Eq.(6)

to Eq.(14).  We take

1

   d4x  ei(Pl+P2-P3-P4)'x exp{K(x)}
(2A)4

(16)
,11I

+ f j  dn 63( 3+ 4) 6(E3-nE) P(n)
j0

In Eq.(16) (1-n) is the fraction of the total center of mass

energy that goes into SVM production, and the average total

SVM 3-momentum is assumed to be zero in the center of mass.

After using the momentum 6-function to do the d3P4 integra-

tion in Eq.(7) and   6(E3-nE) =   6(n-E3/E) for the n inte-
AP.

gration, one has

E  .           :a  .      .,    -lz   S-     IM 0 1  2     exP C  K }      PI  i; i E)       .                                          (17)d p    87T
9

 Mn'                          .2Equation (17) scales if   i   exp{K} depends only on p'A
E

and E'/E. This is a reasonable assumption, at least for.

|M012small p'2, since
 4

there has the form of an elastic,
-

forward dc/dt, which is approximately energy independent.  We

assume· E'  dc    P(E'/E    for fixed k2 and determine
d*p' E'/E
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2)P(E'/E) fr6m·the ISR data  .  A very crude parametrization,

which is adequate for our purposes, is

P(n) = n+Bn with 8%5 for kl = 0.16 GeV .
2                             2                  2

Figure 1 is a plot of the single SVM distribution              ·
2

(E q s. (1 4)     a n d     (1 5) )     w i t h     p (n)     =    n+5 n 2     a n d     R    E     .r   =     3/2.
P 1

The shape of the single SVM spectrum is independent of B

for B between 5 and 30 and its maximum varies only from

8)0.35 to 0.4 as R decreases from 3/2 to 1

IV. Single Pion Spectrum

Before one can compare the results of the preceding

section with the ISR data it is necessary to take into ac-

count 4he decay of the SVM into pions in order to predict

a single pion spectrum, which is what is experimentally ob-

served. For small transverse momentub and pion production

v i  a    p    +   .21T t h e a n a l y s i  s     i s     v e r y     s i m p 1 e . It has been dis-

3)cussed by Brink, Cottingham and Nussinov in a calcula-

tion which shows that

2 X             2X
iT          /                               'IT

P (xiT) 4 P(1-ylcosel 1 + PCl+Ylcosel   (18)

2
4m ,1/2

where   Y   E    Il    - ,- lil
# 0.93 and e is the angle of the
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*
decay pion in the p rest system relative to the beam direc-

tion. Thus

m
q#   =   Ye  y s i n e (19)

.

where q, is the transverse momentum of the pion. Equation

(18) holds in the simple case where the rho-meson has no

transverse momentum, and the simple relation between the

pion scaling function p (X )and the SVM scaling function
'IT     'IT

2m

p(X) assumes q„ >> m .  (At ISR ehergies 7s=Q- # 1/40.)  As
written here Eq. (18) also neglects the correlation between

p-spin and pion decay distribution. The first term in Eq.

(18) is associated with backward and the second with for-

ward pions from the p-meson in its rest system. For
m

q.L < 2,2 Y 4 0.35. GeV it is perhaps reasonable to use the

simple form, Eq. (18), since the p-meson transverse momenta

are presumably strongly damped and most small qA pions come

from SVM's with negligible transverse momenta. For larger

qi for given values of qi and q„ one must integrate Eq.(18)
.

over all possible parent SVM momenta with appropriate

weighting, thus smearing out the sharp echo effect present.

in Eq.(18).  (In visualizing the effect of Eq.(18) it is

helpful to remember that the function p(X) vanishes when

its argument exceeds one.  Thus the first term in Eq.(18)
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shrinks thescaling function p(X) by a scale factor >2

and produces a low X1 echo of p(X) in the pion scaling

function p (X ).).  We now proceed to find the single pion

spectrum for general q, taking account of the p-spin.  If

M·€(T) is.the amplitude for producing a p of polarization

I            T and anything else then
5                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    -

91
M·£(T) + I M•ECT) ECT) ' (q-q')  2  2

T                      k +m -irm
PP

91
= 2M·q  2  2     '                            (20)

k +m -irm
P D

where. q and q' denote pion momenta, k=q+q' is the p momen-

tum, r is the p width and 91 a p11 coupling constant.  The

second step in Eq.(20) follows from the observation that

k,E=0. , In the narrow resonance approximation one neglects

cross terms between amplitudes in which a given pion pair

come .from the same p-meson and in which they come from dif-
ferent p-mesons. (The modifications required when the nar-

row resonance approximation is not made are discussed in

the Appendix.)  The single pion distribution is obtained

from Eq.(6) by the Feplacement

v2(k)  +  4(V·q )2            gi          d3.q,
( k 2+m2 ) 2+r 2m2  2w '

P
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, 9)and integration over the unobserved pion momentum q In

the narrow resonance approximation, one finds

m'                f     d, ,3    .1    ' : ,4            ' q,      I M,1 2                '4,

3

PA(q 4'q"
' s ) - E l E 2 ' V 1 2 1     3      4          4w     ( 2   )

4 (21)

.

xeix.(pl+P2-P3-P4-k)   923 (V.q)2 X6(k2+m2)
(21)

x exp{K(x)},

2
lim *91                   2where A E r+0 - = constant since 91 g r.rm

P

One can show by a simple calculation that

21(V.q)
i = 9( i' 31' 41)  q„=0

for E3iE 4 >> m and 3J.,  3i and  41 = 0(m) . The basic result

of the paper, Eq.(10), thus continues to hold, with, however,

a different dependence on transverse momenta in the coefficient
atotcpp)

of     s

Following the same series of kinematic simplifica-

tions that lead from Eq.(6) to Eq.(14) we find

2   r

P (qi,q„,s) = 4x   g     d3q' 6(k2+m2) f(k2)'
(2 T)

3 2w'

(22)
1-X

x     dn w y P(n)(q.V(k))2
0                        k=q+q'

X=X +X'
1     Tr
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The function. h(X,XA,n) E (q·V(k))2 scales and has the explicit

form

rx m2(X2 02-m2 X2)(1-n2)12
h(X,X ,n) = 1

- (23)
L x ( m2+m2 X2 ) ( n 2m2+m2 X 2 ) J .

It is assumed that f(k2) provides the strong damping, and we

have neglected .P31 and P41 and kl in writing Eq.(23).  WA is

the transverse pion mass. The comments of Footnote 8 apply

3.
also to Eq.(22).  The integral over d q  in Eq.(22) can be

replaced by an integral over d3k 9  to obtain

2192  3      4 rl-X
p 7T (x ,qi) u ,   · 6((k.q)2+ml) f(ki)

j P (n) h (X,XA,n).
dn

(2A)* o   n+x
(24)

For f(k2) = 6(k2) we have

2 fl .1 -Y

plr(Xlr'qi) = A.gr I  dX 6((k=q)2+m2)  ' "  +dn P(n)· h(X,Xlr'n).  (25)
21   J o                            P o

dk..   dX
We can write   - = -  in (25) all the way to X=O sinceCO X

6

h(X,X.Ir'n) CC 12 near X=O.  For k,=0 (and X not "wee")
X

'IT

6((k-q)2+m2) = 6(m2+2q„k„-2wkwq)

X                2XTr   )+ 6(X -
2X.

)1 (26)
2         Ia(X - 1-ylcosel

1+Y l c o s e l   j 'm  ylcosel
P
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and we retrieve the result of reference 3 (see E#.(18)

above).  The explicit form of the result in this model is

obtained by inserting Eq.(26) into (25) to obtain (for

q i    <    Y    m p/2    #    0.35    G e V)

2           f.(1-4  n dn_ .Ag     1PA(XA,qi) -   2 2 P(n) h(X+,XT,n)
27r  m 

ylcoselljo n+X+

(27)

fl-X- n dn

+    n+xI P(n) h(xi,xA,n)1,'0

2X
'ITwhere X E It can be shown that

+   1+Ylcosel'

4            22
,X+1

1'2     4

Y COS e ,   2.2
(1-n )h(Xt,X,T,n) = L·X-j

(1+R X2)2  (02+R X2)2

f, 13-a
s o     t h a t     p,r (X T r, q *)      g     X4 

·X--]
for small X , where P(n) 4 na

'IT

/ A

for small n and a < 3. We see that unless a 1 -1, a pos-

sibility clearly ruled out by the pp-*p.+ anything data, the

pion"scali.ng function vanishes at X=0. (Recall that a=0

corresponds to .a flat proton spectrum,.and the data2  indi-

cate  or 4  1. )

We have used.Eq.(27) with.P(n) = constant and

ylcosel = 0.77, corresponding to.qi = 0.2 GeV, to compare

this model with the q2 = 0.04 GeV2.pp+#+ + anything data of

Ref. 2. The form of the results (see solid line at q  = 0.04

in Fig. 2) is not sensitive to the form of P(n) for 0<a<3,

F
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nor is it sehsitive to the details of the spin depend-

ence under the same conditions.

To obtain the prediction of the model for

qA z mp/2 y % 0.35 GeV one must carry·out the integration

in Eq.(24)- for kl 0 0· The k„ integral can be performed

as before using the 6-function.  The resulting Xf now de-

pend on Ikil and the angle 4 between  1 and *1.  The remain-

ing 11 11 and 0 integration region is determined by energy-

momentum conservation and
I cose·1 -fl.  For qi >>(m /2) y

one can assume that the dominant contribution to the in-

tegral comes from kl = k . ·'u qi because of the dampingimin
factor f(kl)·  One can thus replace 1£11 by 1 11 everywhere

in the integrand except in f(ki) and carry out the 1 11

integration. Furthermore, for large qi and kA the opening

angle is small and we can approximate the 0-integral by

setting 0=0 everywhere in the integrand.  This gives (neglect-

ing spin)

PT(X , qz = 0.8 GeV) # const(p(X ) + p(1.8 XT)),  (28)

which illustrates t e smearing out of the Brink, Cottingham
and Nussinov 3) effect at large q4. This estimate is com-

pared with the q2=0.64 GeV 2  data in Fig. 2.  The data at

q, = 0.4 Gev #(m /2)y are in an intermediate range which
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requi.res a more exact evaluation of Eq.(24) than- is war-

ranted in the present case.

The results of the comparison of the model with

experimen-t in Fig. 2 indicate that the pure bremsstrahlung.

picture b.ears little resemblance to the data even when one
.

takes account of the kinematic bunching of.backward decay

pions pointed out in Ref. 2.  One can also carry out a sim-

ilar analysis for w + 3 . In this case, even when the trans-

verse momentum of the w vanishes, the Brink, Cottingham,

-Nussinov effect is smeared out by the three final pions.

Furthermore, because of the smaller phase space available

to each pion, the pion distribution reproduces the SVM dis-

tribution more closely than in the p + 21 case. The inclu-

sion of the w among the produced SVM's therefore cannot re-

move the dip at X =0.
TT

For comparison we have also plotted p1(X1) corres-

ponding to a multiperipheral type form for the rho-meson

scaling function. These are the dashed lines in Fig. 2.

The "multiperipheral" rho-distribution, FMPM(X) was made
.

artificially by using. pMPM(X) = p(X) when X > Xmax (where

the behavior is prosumably dominated by phase space) and

setting PMPM(X) = p(X ) for X<X X is the loca-max max max

tion of the maximum of p(X).  The results, though extremely

crude, bear some resemblance tothe data in that one sees a

pedking for small X at small qi that is washed out at large
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qz as one would expect if pions are produced via rho's.  A

detailed investigation of single pion distributions using

specific multiperipheral models for rho production would be

desirable.
.

V.  Conclusion

The analysis presented here suggests that the simplest

bremsstrahlung model of inelasti.c p  +·  r  +  r- production (Fig. 3)

must be amended in order to produce one-particle pion distribu-

tions in agreement with the small X ISR experiments.  This con-

10)clusion is reinforced by recent single y experiments at ISR

Assuming most photons come from *' decay, this experiment

measures the single w' distribution, and the data at 90° clearly

show p10 (X=O) 0 0.  It is reasonable to assume that the charged

pion distribution is similar at X=O.  We emphasize again that

the basic prediction of the model,

atotp(X=O) g
S    '

is independent of any kinematic approximations. It follows di-

rectly from the asswmption that all meson emission is due to

the bremsstrahlung of soft, neutral vector mesons from the ex-

ternal nucleon legs. Within the context of the basic interac-

tions of the model, however, graphs involving multiperipheral

0
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po production, such as those pictured in Fig. 4, should be

considered and may be expected to yield proper pionization

distributionsll)
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APPENDIX

We here present a functional formulation of the ampli-

tudes, cross sections, and multiplicities of this problem in
  order to develop a compact way of exhibiting the complexities

which are present when the narrow-width approximation is not

made.  These finite-width corrections have their physical ori-
gin in the necessary symmetrization of the inelastic, final-

state pions. There are other obvious advantages to the func-

tional formulation, which tend to become apparent with each

seq.uence of simplifying approximations.

The fundamental field theoretic interaction adopted is

L  '        =      i  giliywA 1·1111      +  -  i  g  1       A l l  ( H t.  31· ]I      -       3 1.1 H t. II ), (Al)

in which we have retained only the coupling of p  field (Aw)
t,to nucleon fields (4, ) and pion fields (]I,H ), and for clar-

ity have differentiated the corresponding coupling constants,
g and 91.  The generating functional of this problem is de-

fined by 12)

s {j u'  k  'k t,n,n }      =     <f e x p      i             [j p A u+k i.I I     +n t k +Wn +24])+> (A2)

t -written in terms of the c-number sources j, , k, k , n, n.
1J

Because 91 0 0, and the physical masses of p and A  are such

-2
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that every p  produced must rapidly decay into a pion pair, we
13)write the S-matrix in the form

S/ <S>    =     :e x p f Z-1/2     f   f  n t        3 6 2 6 11
L   w            J   l  "I N    "   3'kt    -    H I N    K   3-kj  .1:    S F{k,k t} 1 (A3)

|k=ki-=0,

.

where SF{k,kt} denotes an effective, fermion S-matrix expressed

i_n terms of fictitious external sources k, kt.,

SF{k,kt} = :exp
Z  l * IN    D   .8=    -     --   D   11' IN  :     s {j,k,k', TI., 2}   

1/2   +6

n    n                       j=n=W=o

(A4)

We are not interested in details of the pion sel f-energy struc-

ture, and will subsequently make appropriate approximations

such that the Z 1/2 factor of (A3) may be replaced by unity.

The operator HIN(x) contains creation and destruction ,operators

corresponding to the destruction of a 1  and creation of a  -,
while Ht (x) may destroy a A- and create a T .IN

The formal solution for the generating functional is

gi ven  by                        -
.

I . f 6 f 6 1 6N, = expl-' j 3.I. l.gy. 3.jj 3% - i. f i [91(a». 3&--)] gl't] ,
(AS)

xex,[ijnS,n,ijj A j +ijk'Dkl,ycll C J
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I

with A(au,B)C E AB(31JC)-(31· A)BC, and where S,6   8, and DC Uv C   C

denote (bare) massive propagators for nucleon, p-meson and pion,

respectively; the gauge structure of the p-propagator is quite

' irrelevant to the present discussion, and it is simplest to

adopt the Feynman gauge.  The normalization constant N is given

by the vacuum-to-vacuum· phase factor <S>, and does not enter

into any expressions for cross sections. A most convenient

14)transformation of (AS) leads to the form

Ns = exp i f E Gfl Lln + L[1 6-1   xLi 6. J i   6. J
J                 J

(A6)

x     e x p   i      f     "    5, [91      g-Il,     '     A l r    i Jl}   I      expit    f     i.     'c     i. ]  .
,9l

3

.2 2
where  G[gA] = [m+Y·(3-ig A)]-1, Dc[giA] = Lm -3 +igl (Av,av)]-1,

· L[gA] = Trgn[l-igy·A Sc], A[g' A] = -Tr£n[l-igl(av,Av)Dc]·

An alternate and frequently convenient representation of (A6)
-

is

'Is = exp [i. j j Aci] . exp[-t j fw 4, 6.1  x
(A7)

x     e x p   i           2    6 [g A]n     +      L  [g A]     +     i        k t     Fc[ 9 i  A]k     +     A [g ,  A] ,
-

\
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i where Au(x) now denotes the c-number source  . Ac(x-y)jp(y) dly.
We now perform a sequence of approximations on the exact

expression (A7) in order to generate those graphs entering into

„          the simplest bremsstrahlung model.  The functional L[gA] may be

recognize3 as the source of all closed-fermion-loop graphs, which
.

contribute to p-propagator structure and related processes; and

it is dropped, L[gA]+0.  The functional A[91A], on the other

hand, contains closed-pion-loop graphs contributing, among other

things, that part of the p-propagator structure responsible for

p+   decay.  In the context of subsequent eikonal approximations

for G(A), it is instructive to expand A[91A] to its quadratic A-

dependence, so that all functional operations upon the A-sources

may be performed exactly, with the corresponding self-energy

structure everywhere inserted into AC explicitly exhibited.

Here, we shall simply drop A[glA], but replace Ac by 8 ,

written in Breit-Wigner form, with a width r proportional to

92.  Since we are not interested in processes with p-mesons in
1

initial«or final states, the factor exp 5   j    j   :;    4     o f    (A, )    may    b e

discarded; and the phase factor N shall also be omitted.
a

An amplitude containing two initial (Pl'P2) and final

(P3'P4) protons iseobtained by performing functional differen-

tiation with respect to a pair of n and 2 sources, bringing down
the symmetrized factors

G(Yl'Xl IA) G(Y2'X2IA) - G(Yl,X21A) G(Y2'Xl'A).
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With n=2=0, one then calculates the amputated, mass shell,

'Fourier transforms with respect to these nucleon coordinates,

using the nucleon four-momenta of the problem (as in (A12) below).

Either small- or large-momentum transfer techniques may then be

15)followed, with the first leading to a standard eikonal form

and the second generating the appropriate wide-angle eikonal
16)approximation The crucial step of either procedure is the

f
extraction, from the product of G(A) factors, soft vector meson        I

(SVM) dependence in the form exp[ig   F A] , with
J     U U

Fu(w) = fo dEIpr6(w-xl+Epl) + PM 6(w-x2+EP2) + PY 6(w-yl-EP3)

+ p  6(w-Y2-EP4) '

(In the small angle t/s + 0 limit of elastic scattering one

passes to the limit of pl-P3 + 0, P2-P4 -* 0 in Fu(w).)  With

the sources k,  kt set equal to zero., and upon application of the
1

functional operations of (A7), this A-dependence provides the

necessary damping of the elastic nucleon scattering amplitude,

and depends upon 91 through the finite width of the &( propa-          -
17)gator (e.g., as written by Yao in a related context). In-

-

elastic pion amplitudes are obtained by fuhctional differentia-

tion with respect to an appropriate number of k, kt sources,

before the latter are allowed to vanish; suppressing these
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operations,·and the calculation of all Fourier transforms, etc.,

the general amplitude for pp scattering plus arbitrary pion pro-

duction may be written as

e

1.1(k,kt) i expi-[-  f f"K 46 IgA] . expbg f F»A»] . expli f "ti c[g,Alk]|A.i I'

(A8)

where the tilde sign of (A8) denotes all the multiplicative,

transform, and parametric integral dependence familiar from

previous work
15,16)

The functional operations of IA8) may be written in terms

of self-linkages of each of the right-hand-side factors, together

with the cross-linkages between them,

6.1 f f  if 6
, 61M(k,ki') 0 exp -i j 3t- A2 37 2] x  expl-2 J Tr- bi 6  rj ' exp|ig ( F·A 11 x

L  J   1] j

C        fir     6

x      l e x p  L- I    j      3*2     8 c    34&2-1    .      e x p  I i      f     k i.D c[ 9 i  A2]kl]    1
IA   =0

-                                                   1,2

.                                                                     (A9)

fi  f-  exply j Fubc Fl'll . expli f ktFc[gig f   Ac F]kl,    (Alo)

where VM self-linkages of the exp i   ktDc[giA]k   factor of (A9)

have been omitted in the passage to (A10), since they correspond

either to initial pions combining to form virtual p-mesons, or

to final state pion interactions of the same form, together with
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4

4          pion self-energy effects.  The first term on the right-hand-

4          side of (A10) contains linkages which define the elastic eikonal

models, and is absorbed into the M  of (1).  The remaining kt, k

dependence of (A10) displays the factors needed for inelastic

pion emission, and shall be written below as exp i   ktDc[giA]k ,

 

where, henceforth, Aw(X) E g   6( (X-y)Fu(y)d4y.  The final ap-

proximation which remains to be made is the replacement of Dc[giA]

by its linear Aw-dependence, thereby generating all graphs of the

simplest bremsstrahlung form, as pictured in Fig. 3.

--With ·these preliminaries,    we    are    now    in a position    to

discuss multiple pion emission. From (A3) and (A4), the probabil-
n

ity amplitude for the process pl+P2 + P3+P4+ .I  (qi+qi), where
1 =1

qi and qi denote w  and 1- 4-momenta, respectively, is given by

(all states are IN-states)

<ql··'·qn,qi··'qn,P3,P4'S'Pl'P2  =

= <q1·-··qn,qi···qn ': exp j l':iN K --it - MIN K 6k :|0, ' "(1'.kt)•
6k

(All)with·

M(k,kt) = <P3'p4'SF{k,kt}'pl'P2 ' (A 12)

In the context of the·present application, we have approximated
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'the j, k, kt dependence of (A12) by (A10).  Only·the negative

frequency part of the HIN' H N operators survives in the matrix

element of (All), connecting the pion vacuum to a state of n   

and n 1 (from Eq.'(A 16) below it is obvious thatthe number of

w  and 1-rproduced must be the same); and we shall denote these

operators by (H  )C-) and ( t )(-)
IN          HIN    '  Thus an alternate statement

of (All) is

R l n ,n

iT    < 'll   ...  'Inl     [  f      (H i l l)  C I  )      K    i:7-j         1  0 0,      0      T    <qi   0   0   0  q ii  I    -       C H IN)  C  I  )      K     1       1  0,  3

(A 13)

which leads to a convenient expression for the probability of

emitting n  t,

En = I  I, <PlP2'St'P3P4,ql···qn,qi···qn><ql···qn,q;···qn,P3P41SIPlP2 
Yn Yn

= Cih 12 I  <ol  f (HIN)(+) K Tai,-1 Iqi···qn><ql ···qnl f (H N)(-)K --atj 10> x
1n                                  in

Yn 6k
-              -

x    (112                                                                      'n                                                                                                     i n
_            -ln! J        n<01   - f (H·IN)(+)K   6 t,j     Iqi  ····qt; ,<qi···qiil   - (HIN)(I)K.id    10,

x M*(k'kt') M(k,kt)1
|k=kt=k'=kt'=0,
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1

where the I  and I,  denote summations over    and·  - n-
Yn     Y n

particle phase space; with this notation, the closure state-
00

ment reads I I Iq1"'qn><q1···qn' =    I Iqi···qn><qi···qnl = 1
n=0 Yn n=0 yn

One may now.invoke closure, and the simple commutation property

of the IN-fields, to rewrite (A14) in the form

£,    =    I ,-1 2    I'    ·1   +  t. D ( + TE   it'tl'li    f       & , ·    1 0, c .1- sit   i-,-In6k
(A 15)

x M*(k",kt') M(k,kt) 0,

2   2where it is understood that the Klein-Gordon operators K E.w -3

act upon the coordinates freed by the functional differentia-

tion. Inserting the pion source dependence of (A10), one ob-

tains

pin            I Tl       I t     f   T.6-   K ·D (4 , .K   -Al'l       I      f       a t I     K 'D( . )  'K   TE'1        x
6 1n

'          ak J
;

6k

(A 16)

f  +,_*

. „,Ii i   ki.Fc[glA]k -i j k' Dc[giA]k-   ,

suppressing dependen&e upon all other coordinates (including

the Fourier integrals over nucleon coordinates which provide
*

4-momentum conservation in M and M ), as in the replacement of

( A 1 2 ) by ( A 1 0 ) .

.
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From (A16) it is a straightforward matter to calculate

pion cross sections and their inclusive moments.  A simple

representation of the quantities of (A16) yields

.

41    =     12 112    1  ..,   1          ,  i    e x'    11, z,     f   ir-   1' ·D C. )     1'   -4+    i '2    f       ,
' 6k 6kt'

61x  K·D,   . . .K  -  1  X
. (+)

6 k j
(A 17)

r       t
x exp

1     J     k 'De[g i  A l k     -     i     j     k i. .  D; [g l A ]k  .]  10,

where the zl,2 contours of (A17) circle the origin. This is.a

convenient form, for the functional differentiation operations

may be performed exactlyl 4) 

dzl c  dz2Rn = I,4-ip}2 4 1,9+1 1 zn.1 exp l-Trt.(1-ziziQ)1

1  (2 Tr
=    2A     I             d t     e- i n 4    e x p   -T r i n  (1  -e i (1) Q ) ,

'0

where.

+ + T + * +

Q    E    - D(+). K   DG[ 9 1 A]K·D C+ ) · K   Dc [9 i A]K, (A 18)

and the superscript T denotes transpose, <xID   ly> = D   (y-x).
-A slightly more convenient repre'sentation for pn is obtained by

introducing fictitious sources fl,2(w),
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i*Q             f  
6

ex, 1-Trl,(1-2    )11 = exp [-1 J *- Q 34&2-1-exp 8,1, f 01,2}10'.,=0,

(A 19)

.

and expanding the right-hand-side exponent of (A19), so that

61

2,    =   1.r   " '    1- i     .1   Tk   Q   *i]     0     ( ,     11    "14#),1'1'1.2,0

1    fa  l n
-   RT    laA'        e x p[ -1     f    601     Q    6,2  j   i     exp   ["    f   p, 4211

  1,2=0 '    A=O,

or

i  fe ln
Rn     =    ii-r    larJ         e x p      -T r i n (1  -A Q)    1

(A20)

JIX=O

Fnom (A20) all pion-pair quantities may be (formarly)

obtained; e.g., PQ=l, representing elastic proton scattering,

while -                             1

21 = Tr(Q) (A21)

and

p.2.= lIT <(Tr[Q])2 + Tr[Q2]  (A22)

The second term Of (A22) corresponds to the cross-terms ob-

tained when calculating the lamplitude12 for two emitted pairs
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+
of    and  -, and is required by the boson symmetry of the

amplitude under interchange of the two   , or of the two 1-.

Such terms will perforce appear in all higher Pn' in addition

0        to the "Poisson" terms, 1- (Tr[Q])n, for the latter are state-
n!

ments of independent production of n 7T , and of n 7T-.  Impor-

tant averages computed from (A20) are

I  En =
exp[-Trin(1-Q)] (A23)

n=0

and           ri 1 n En = Tr[Q 74-T] exp[-Trin(1-Q)]. (A24)

It must be stressed that expressions such as (A23) and

(A24) are defined for specified final proton 4-momenta (and

spins), and remain to be integrated over the suppressed, dummy

configuration space nucleon coordinates, which serve to ex-

press overall conservation of 4-momentum. One can trace this

dependence to the nucleon x,Y coordinates of Fu, which then

appear in A and hence in Q. In a true soft-photon descrip-·-         U

tion, such dependence disappears in the infrared limit k + 0,
W

0

but for non-zero VM mass this is not possible. All the arith-

metic complications of the simple bremsstrahlung model stem

from our inability to conserve 4-momentum in a simple way: viz.

the discussion.of Section III, and the averaging approximation

of reference 18. In either case, one settles upon the simplest

approximation of neglectino, in the exp[-Trtn(1-Q)] factor of
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(A23) and (A24), the nucleon configuration space coordinates

as they appear in Q; but one then enforces 4-momentum conser-

vation in the integrals over the remaining nucleon coordinates,

suppressed in (A23) and (A24), but needed when computing specific

cross sections. Thus the "differential multiplicity" <v> de-

finedl 8) as the ratio of (A24) to (A23), and representing the

number of Tr *- pairs emitted for specified final proton momenta

P3' P4 is approximated by the same ratio omitting the

exp[-Trin(1-Q)] factors.  A further but similar approximation

neglects the nucleon configuration coordinates in Tr[Q TJF],
but "by hand" allows P l +P 2- P 3- P4$ 0 ' thereby representing in a

model-dependent way the missing 4-momentum taken up by pion

production. This approximation is too convenient to be re-

sisted, and we shall adopt it in order to display the resulting

approximation for·<v>,

<v>     +    T r [Q T  ], (A25)

an expression which depends only on the actual (bxperimentally

measured) proton momenta P l ' P 2 ' P 3 ' P4
appearing in Q. Equation

(A25) shall be compared (see below) with the corresponding

prediction, made in the same spirit, of reference 18 (Eq. (11)

of Ref. 18):

<v> = -2Y I E..F(t ). (A26)ij 1J   ij
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There is a simple, exact, way of obtaining the one-

pion (e.g., 1 ) distribution function from (A24).  When inte-

grated over the phase space of both final nucleons (including

*          spin summations and exact 4-momentum conservation), (A24) ·de-

fines a ohe-pion inclusive cross section G,

0=  7 n a  = 1 2 nE,n.n 1  n   J

where
 

denotes all final state proton summations, with appro-

-p·riate care-taken in the passage from probability to cross sec-

tion.  Considering D    and DI . in Q as.distinct functions, one
(+)

sees that InEn is givdn by a sum over.all powers of integrals

over D(  (k),

ACA

Inerl    =          d 4 k   .a(k)     [1( + )  (k)    +           d"k l           d"k 2    a(k l'k 2)    D   .       (k l)     Db J (+) (+)(k 2)+..

d3k a(k) +   d3kl   d3k
2w           2wl    2w22 0(kl'k2)

+ .,

and hence

-6  - Inen'= a(k) .+ 2   d4k' a(k,k') 0( ,(k') +
... (A27)

6 D(+)(k)

3dk  6.   However, it is clear that   -
2w   68(+)(k) InEn 0 I nEn,
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da

and therefore 656+)(k) [Inan] cannot be identified with 2 0 - - ·dk

Inspection shows that the correct definition may be given by

. da _ fl dA  6
cw -3 =

 o A  68(+)(k) Inan{D(+) + AD(+)}, (A28)
dk

for the parametric A-integral just restores the correct counting.

With the aid of (A24) and (A25), one easily obtains

da    (   62w- = 1 exp[-Trin(1-Q)] (A29)
d3k   J 68(+)(k)

da      6
or     2w                                                       (A30)

dTk-     =      6 B  (+  )(k)        a t o t'

where °tot=   0 an is the total cross section obtained by final

proton summation over (A23).

A somewhat simpler derivation of (A30), which emphasizes

its generality, proceeds from the observation that the exclusive
+

n 1  cross section an is proportional to an n-fold integration

over D( )(kl)...D(+)(kn); hence the right-hand-side of (A30),

when integrated over the exhibited momentum coordinate k, must

yield Inan' thereby identifying da/d3k.  It must be noted that
n

(A30) is correct as it stands only if the linear A approximation

to 5((91A) is made, so that Q depends only upon the D( ) .(and

D<  ) factor exhibited in (A18).  If this approximation is not

made, internal D    (and D   ) dependence, contained in the vir-
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tual pion lines of Dc(9iA) (and Dc(9iA)) will be present,

in which case the right-hand side of (A30) must be replaced

by the "partial" functional derivative with respect to the

*          explicit D    (or D   ) dependence of Q.

The complexity of expressions of form (A29), even with

a model dependent way of handling energy-momentum conservation,

is so great that one may well despair at the problem of evalu-

ating the multiple meson integrals contained in (A24), not to mention

..

*
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the final proton summations involved in passing to·the one-

pion-inclusive cross section of (A29).  Fortunately, a marked

simplification occurs in the narrow resonance limit, r   92 + 0,

where all Tr[Qn], n,2, vanish.  This can be understood physically

by recognizing that the origin of these terms lies in the symme-

trization of final state. pion amplitudes; in the limit of stable

p  all such cross-term contributions must vanish, for the pions0

emitted (and the formalism forces pion emission) from a long-

lived p  are, in principle, distinguishable.  With (A18), and

retaining only the linear A-dependence of Fc[9iA] (appropriate

to the simple bremsstrahlung model, since every p( emitted by

a nucleon can then only decay directly into a pair of pions),

it is easy to show that

2

91
Tr Q =

d4 k AW(k) Av(k) 9 (k), (A31)
(21)6 Wv

where

Wuv(k) =   d4qi D(+)(qi)   d4q2 D(+)(92)(q1-q2)v(q2-qi)116(k- 1-q2),

(A32)

and                  •

f -ik·x ' +ec Pl- - P 3 , -ik·x 2   P2
P4 1 1. w(k) = 2      le   1  Epl . k.p3 V   -    lk.p2  k.p4Jlijk +m -irm  c

P      P

(A33)
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For the purpose of illustrating how momentum conser-

vation is in principle maintained, nucleon coordinates ap-

propriate to the simplest eikonal model (xl=yl' x2=y2) have

been temporarily included in (A33).  The expression for Aw(k)

is similat, except that the configuration coordinates of

(A33) should be replaced by another set of dummy variables, xl,2,
*

which enter into the integrals of M .  The x1,2- dependence

of (A33) contributes both to the overall 4-momentum conserving

6-function of M, and t.0 the shift of nucleon momenta on in-

ternal lines (e.g., the replacement of Mo(pl'P2'P3'P4) of (1)

by Mo(Pl,P2'P3+k,P4)' if the VM is emitted from nucleon leg

P3' etc,); this latter effect is neglected in the simple (soft)

bremsstrahlung model. For example, an eikonal amplitude con-

taining a single VM emitted from a nucleon (an.d subsequently

decaying into a pion pair) will require the integrals

  d4xl   d4x2 exp[ixl x (pl-P3)+ix2 x (P2-P4)] x T(xl-x2) x Ap(k)

= (2.)4 5(1'1.1'2-1'3-,4-1') {11':111 - k::3}11'T(,l-1'-3-1').1, :2 .- '1  ,j
...

s                    x  (pl-P
3  

= (2#)4 6(Ep-k) Vu(k) ' 9(Pl-P 3)

in the soft VM limit. More complicated x-dependence can easily
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be constructed, but the essential property of these integrals

will always be to provide the necessary 6(Ip-Ek) multiplying,

t          in the SVM limit, products of factors Vu(k).  If one adopts

the most convenient approximation of neglecting the x-dependence

of Au(k), a d simply writing

AU(k) = gVw(k)[m2+k2-irm ]-1,

one must face up to the problem of providing an alternate way

of generating, "by hand", the necessary momentum ,conservation.

In this spirit, as in .(A25), the evaluation of 4  (k)
U V

is easily accomplished by an appeal to covariance; for

k 9  (k)=0, and hence the function X(k2) of the expression
P Wv

111 U v      =      6 1   v      0  (k 2  )       +       k 1.1 k v      X  (k 2  )       is       given       b y      X      =      -      12      0.            N o t e,

however, that X does not enter into the expression for Tr[Q].

The calcOlation of 0 is simplest when the pion mass vanishes,

and one finds 0(k2) W=0= -   k2 0(-k2), a positive quantity

restricted to timelike k . To complete the evaluation of
U                                                                ·

(A31),
-

-                                                               22

TrQ =         e                2  2    '                 (A34)
9 gl ·d4k 0(k2)   Vp(k) Vy(-k)

(21r)
6

(m2+k2)2 +m r
P

we refer to a previous calculation (result (11) of reference 18),
which yielded
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. r d4k V (k) Vy(-k) -    (2·Ir ) -4
 

= -iy(M2) I  E.. F(t..). (A35)
k +M -iE                ij 1 J    1J

where 6.. = +1 and
1J

I E .. F ( t .. ) = F ( t  ) + F ( t  ) + F ( u  ) + F ( u 23 ) - F ( 4m 2 - s  ) -1J    1 J       13       24       14                   12

-F(4m2-s  134"

Here, y(M2) = 217 2.n(1+11 /M2), F(z) = -gn[1+0.4121], and the
8A

t13' t24' u14' u23' 512' 534 denote ·appropriate nucleon invari-

ants, while uc represents a simple covariant cut-off limiting

the magnitude of the SVM momenta.  The absorptive part of (A35)

yields

     (2Tr )-3         d z'k    6  (k 2+M 2)     I     V u (k)     VU (-k)     =     -y (M 2)     I        E..     F (t..)
ji                         ij  l J    

 iJ ,

1 (A36)

and permits (A34) to be rewritten as

-           .49 
TrQ = - (2 )3 . I Eij F(tij)      d62 0(-62) Y(62)[(m2.E2)2+r2m21-1.

e

(A37)

2     2   2 -,-1,In the narrow ·resonance approximation, r[x +r m 1   1    + m-- 6(x),
    |r-O   P

and hence (A37) becomes
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2
Xm

TrQ =   [-2y(m2) I E.. F(t..)], (A38)
24               i J    i J

where X E Lim( 91/m-r)1   .  With a redifinition of coupling
v  Ir-,0

constant, (A32) is just (A26).

With the continued neglect of all Tr[Qn], n 1 2, one

-may apply the techniques of the previous two paragraphs to

obtain, from (A23) and (A24), exactly the distributions (3),

(4), (6), (7); e.g., (A23) is replaced by exp[TrQ], and a tot

becomes   exp[TrQ], where   again dendtes summation over all

appropriate nucleon parameters, including the configuration

coordinates which produce exact 4-momentum conservation.

T h e s e     s t a t e m e n t s     a r e     valid     in     t h e     n a r r o w     resonance     limit,

where it,is not difficult to show that every term Tr[Qn], n 22,

vanishes.   For example, Tr[Q2] may be written in the form

[  9  12   d4kl ' .. d4k4  11(kl) Av*(k2) AA(k3) *0*(k4) ' 0 (A39)
 (2„)6 U v AG'

where

A - A       -

*uvxa(kl' ''<4) =  dql D(+)(ql) ···  d.'q4 D(+)(q4) ' (qi-q2)11(qz-a·,)0 \)

x (q3-q#)ACq4-qi)a

x 6(kl-ql-q2) 6(k2-q2-q3) 6(k3- 3- 4) 6(k4- 4- 1)'
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Because the limple reality structure, Au(k) A (k), of (A34)

is not present here, counting powers of r and g  shows that
(A39) vanishes with these quantities (one must also assume

Lim
that expressions of form g+0 1 (z6(z)) = 0); and the same prop-

erty is gtnerally true for n > 2.

\
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Single SVM distribution function for positive

values of the Feynman variable X.
D

Fig. 2
Comparison of a simple p  bremsstrahlung model

+
(solid lines) with the ISR data for pp +A  +

anything (Ref. 2).  The dotted lines show the

shape of the single pion distribution resulting

from multiperipherally produced p-mesons (see

text).

Fig. 3 A graph of the simplest bremsstrahlung type.

Fig. 44 A multiperipheral type graph that is included

within in the general framework of the SVM model.
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